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Dennis has recently developed a number of new
three-dimensional objects that act as portable
multi-faceted stage sets. Studded with vignetted painted
imagery, each ‘sculpture’ contains a narrative that springs
from popular events taken from television, newspapers
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development since his initial profile in Britain was formed
during the early 1980s. This was a period that saw a
significant international resurgence in painting in parallel
with the ‘New Image Painting’ in North America and the
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conversation between Dennis and Hunt around the artist’s

critique of consumerism Two or Three Things I Know About
Her; reference points that provide the artist with the tools
for constructing enchanted visual spaces in his strange
objects. Surrounded by Dennis’ signature painted bubbles
– a device originally taken from a scene in Godard’s film
in which froth on a cup of coffee dissipates – the artist

development since the late 1970s will be available in
printed form within the exhibition, while a major new
publication containing commissioned essays and a full
catalogue of recent work will be published by NGCA in
2016.
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